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Abstract
We propose a systemic method of applying the auxiliary systems of original equations to find the high order nonlocal
symmetries of nonlinear evolution equation. In order to validate the effectiveness of the method, some examples are
presented.
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1. Introduction
Since the Lie group theory was introduced by Sophus
Lie[1], the study of Lie group has always been an im-
portant subject in mathematics and physics. Using both
classical and non-classical Lie group approaches[2–7],
one can reduce dimensions of partial differential equa-
tions(PDEs) and construct the analytical solutions of
these PDEs. Apart from the symmetries mentioned
above which can be called local symmetry, there exist
so-called nonlocal symmetries which entered the liter-
ature in the 80s of the last century largely through the
work of P.J. Olver[8]. It is a kind of specific symmetry
which infinitesimal coefficients contain nonlocal vari-
ables, such as potential variables, eigenfunction in Lax
pairs, etc. To search for nonlocal symmetries of the
nonlinear systems is an interesting work, because the
nonlocal symmetries[9–12] enlarge the class of sym-
metries and they are connected with integrable mod-
els. Recently, Lou, Hu and Chen’s work[13, 14] should
be exemplifying this so fully: Starting from nonlocal
symmetries related to Ba¨cklund transformation (BT) of
potential KdV and the nonlocal symmetries which re-
lated to the Darboux transformation for the well-known
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation, the nonlocal sym-
metry is localized by introducing suitable and simple
auxiliary dependent variables to generate new solutions
from old ones and to consider some novel group invari-
ant solutions; the explicit analytic interaction solutions
between cnoidal waves and solitary wave are fund, some
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other integrable models both in finite dimensions and
infinite dimensions are generated under new nonlocal
symmetry.
However, it can be difficult how to take effective
method to find the nonlocal symmetries of nonlinear
PDEs, let alone systemic and uniform method. In a
number of cases the nonlocal symmetries may be ob-
tained with the help of a recurrence operator[15]. But
sometimes the recursion operators of given system are
difficult to obtain. Bluman introduced the concept of
potential symmetry[9] PDE system by writing a given
PDE(s) in a conserved form, a related system with po-
tentials as additional dependent variables is obtained. F
Galas[12] obtained the nonlocal Lie-Ba¨cklund symme-
tries by introducing the pseudo-potentials as a auxiliary
system.
A basic problem for the construction of nonlocal
symmetries is the proper choice of nonlocal variables.
They are defined by integrable systems of differential
equations which relate the nonlocal variables to the
original differential variable. The choice of these differ-
ential equations is made on the basis of some additional
considerations. Above methods of selecting auxiliary
systems are different, however, the methods of seeking
nonlocal symmetries have common points, i.e. seek-
ing the Lie point symmetries or the Lie-Ba¨cklund sym-
metries of the original equations with the auxiliary sys-
tems. But, these methods may lose some important re-
sults, for example, the integral terms or the high order
derivative terms of nonlocal variables in the infinitesi-
mal coefficients of the nonlocal symmetries. So we want
to give a systemic and uniform method to construct non-
local symmetries by assuming the symmetry structure
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having the high order derivative terms of nonlocal vari-
ables.
This paper is arranged as follows: In Sect.2, we
present a systemic method and give the detailed process
of seeking the nonlocal symmetries. Some examples
will be given in Sect.3. Finally, some conclusions and
discussions are given in Sect.4.
2. The systemic method of nonlocal symmetries
We consider a system F of n-th order differential
equations in p independent and q dependent variables
is given as a system of equations,
∆v(x, u(n)) = 0, v = 1, 2, · · · , l, (2.1)
involving x = (x1, x2, · · · , xp), u = (u1, u2, · · · , uq), and
the derivatives of u with respect to x up to order n.
the function ∆v(x, u(n)) = (∆1(x, u(n)), · · · ,∆l(x, u(n)))
will be assumed to be smooth in their arguments. Let
X = Rp be the space representing the independent vari-
ables.
Let
V = ξp(x, u) ∂
∂xp
+ ηq(x, u) ∂
∂uq
, (2.2)
be the infinitesimal generator of the Lie group of point
transformations x˜ = F(x, u, ε), u˜ = G(x, u, ε).
Next, we describe the method of constructing the
nonlocal symmetries as follows. For simplicity, we con-
sider the case p = 2, q = 1, i.e. (x1, x2) = (t, x).
Step 1. Choose the proper auxiliary systems. Usu-
ally, one can use the Lax pair, potential system, pseudo-
potential, etc. with the following forms,
Fα(x, t, u, ux, ut, · · · , ψx, ψt,
ψxx, ψxt, ψtt, · · · , ψλx, ψµt) = 0, α ∈ Z
+ (2.3)
where ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, · · · , ψβ) denote β auxiliary variables
and ψλx denote λth-order partial derivatives with respect
to x, ψµt denote µth-order partial derivatives with respect
to t.
Let U ≃ R be the space representing the single co-
ordinate u, the space U1 is isomorphic to R2 with co-
ordinates (ux, ut). Similarly,U2 ≃ R3 has the coordi-
nates representing the second order partial derivatives
of u, and in general, Uk ≃ Rk+1, since there are k + 1
distinct k-th order partial derivatives of u. Finally, the
space U (k) = U × U1 × · · · × Uk with coordinates
U (k) = (u; ux, ut; uxx, uxt, utt; · · · ).
Step 2. In this step, we prolong the ba-
sic space X × U to the space X × U (n) , with
coordinates(x, t, u, u, ux, ut, · · · ). The n-th prolongation
of V , denoted ˜V (n), will be a vector field on the n-jet
space X×U (n). The vector field in general take the form
˜V (n) =
2∑
i=1
ξi
∂
∂xi
+
∑
L
ηL
∂
∂uL
. (2.4)
Here, we give a different definition of coefficients,
i.e. the coefficient ξi, ηL all depend on the variables
(x, t, u, · · · , ψ, ψ, ψx, ψt, · · · , ψλx, ψµt). η0 = η and ηL
have the form,
ηL = DLu −
2∑
i=1
uLDLξi. (2.5)
Remark 1: The prolongation of vector fields show
that this kind of symmetries neither classical Lie point
symmetries nor Lie-Ba¨cklund symmetries because it de-
pendent on the auxiliary variables and their high or-
der partial derivatives. More results may be obtained
if we assume the coefficients ξi, ηL have integral terms
of the auxiliary variable i.e., they are the functions of
(x, t, u, · · · ,
∫
ψdx, · · · ).
Step 3. In order to seek the nonlocal symmetries, we
should solve the following equations,
˜V (n)∆v(x, u(n))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∆v(x,u(n))=0Eqs.(3) = 0. (2.6)
Using above equation, one can obtain a large number
of elementary determining equation for the coefficient
functions. Those determining equations can be solved
and the general solution will determine the most general
symmetry of the system.
3. Examples
Example 1: The well known Boussinesq
equation[16, 17],
utt + (u2)xx + 13 uxxxx = 0, (3.1)
corresponding Lax pair of Eq.(3.1) has the form,
ψxxx = −
3
2
uψx − (34ux +
3
4
∂−1x ut)ψ, (3.2)
ψt = −ψxx − uψ, (3.3)
and its adjoint version is
φxxx = −
3
2
uφx − (34ux −
3
4
∂−1x ut)φ, (3.4)
2
φt = φxx + uφ. (3.5)
That is to say the integrable conditions of
Eqs.(3.2),(3.3) and (3.4),(3.5), ψxxxt = ψtxxx and
φxxxt = φtxxx are just the Boussinesq equation (3.1).
Applying the Lax pair and its adjoint Lax pair of the
Boussinesq equation as the auxiliary systems. Then, the
vector field take the form,
V = ξ1
∂
∂x
+ ξ2
∂
∂t
+ η
∂
∂u
. (3.6)
One can prolong the basic space V to the space X ×
U (4) and obtain the prolongation of V ,
˜V = ξ1 ∂
∂x
+ ξ2 ∂
∂t + η
∂
∂u
+ ηx ∂
∂ux
+ ηxx ∂
∂uxx
+ ηtt ∂
∂utt
+ ηxxxx ∂
∂uxxxx
(3.7)
where the coefficients of ˜V all depend on the variables
(x, t, u, ux, uxx, ψ, φ, ψx, φx, ψxx, φxx), and
ηt = Dt(η − ξ1ux − ξ2ut) + ξ1uxt + ξ2utt,
ηx = Dx(η − ξ1ux − ξ2ut) + ξ1uxx + ξ2utx,
...
ηxxxx = Dxxxx(η − ξ1ux − ξ2ut) + ξ1uxxxxx + ξ2utxxxx,
(3.8)
Applying ˜V to Eq.(3.1), one can obtain the infinitesi-
mal criterion (2.6) to be,
ηtt + 4uxηx + 2ηuxx + 2uηxx +
1
3η
xxxx
= 0. (3.9)
Substituting the general formulaes (3.8)
in to (3.9), replacing utt, ψxxx, ψt, φxxx, φt by
Eqs.(3.1),(3.2),(3.3),(3.4) and (3.5). We get the
determining equations for the functions ξ1, ξ2, η. Calcu-
late by computer algebra, the general solutions of them
take the form,
V = (1
2
c1x+c3) ∂
∂x
+ (c1t+c2) ∂
∂t
+ (c1u−c4(ψϕ)x) ∂
∂u
.
(3.10)
Remark 2: The vector field (3.10) contains two
parts, V1 = ( 12 c1x + c3) ∂∂x + (c1t + c2) ∂∂t + c1u ∂∂u and
V2 = −c4(ψϕ)x ∂∂u . One can see that the first part is
the classical Lie point symmetry, and the second part
is nonlocal symmetry. Therefore, both the general local
symmetries and nonlocal symmetries can be obtained
by this method. The second part is the same result in
Ref.[18] which obtained using the Darboux transforma-
tion.
Example 2: The coupled KdV system[19, 20],
ut = −6vvx + 6uux − uxxx,
vt = 6uvx + 6vux − vxxx,
(3.11)
the Lax pair for Eq.(3.11) is as follows,
φ1xx = vφ2 + uφ1 − λφ1,
φ2xx = uφ2 − vφ1 − λφ2,
φ1t = −4φ1xxx + 6vφ2x + 6uφ1x + 3vxφ2 + 3uxφ1,
φ2t = −4φ2xxx + 6uφ2x − 6vφ1x + 3uxφ2 − 3vxφ1.
The vector field take the form
V = ξ1
∂
∂x
+ ξ2
∂
∂t
+ η1
∂
∂u
+ η2
∂
∂v
. (3.12)
Using the formulas (2.4), one can prolong the space
V to the space X × U (3) × V (3), here we omit. Applying
the prolonged vector field and following the step 3, one
can get the the general solutions,
V = ( c1 x3 + c3t + c4) ∂∂x + (c1t + c2) ∂∂t
+ [ c62 (φ21 − φ22)x − c5(φ1φ2)x + 2c1u3 + c36 ] ∂∂u
− [c6(φ1φ2)x − c52 (φ22 − φ21)x − 2c1v3 ] ∂∂v .
(3.13)
From above vector field V , one can see that this is
composed of classical symmetries and nonlocal symme-
tries.
Example 3: The KP equation[21, 22] has the follow-
ing form,
uxt − 6u2x − 6uuxx + uxxxx + 3uyy = 0. (3.14)
It is well known that the KP equation possesses the
Lax pair and the adjoint Lax pair,
ψxx = uψ − ψy,
ψt = −4ψxxx + 6uψx + 3(ux −
∫
uydx)ψ,
φxx = uφ + φy,
φt = −4φxxx + 6uφx + 3(ux +
∫
uydx)φ.
(3.15)
Let the vector field of Eq.(3.14) takes the form,
V = ξ1
∂
∂x
+ ξ2
∂
∂y
+ ξ3
∂
∂t
+ η
∂
∂u
. (3.16)
Using the prolonged vector field and following the
step 3, one can get the solution,
V = ( x3 F1t − y
2
18 F1tt −
y
6 F2t − 6F3 + c2) ∂∂x
+ ( 2y3 F1t + F2) ∂∂y + F1 ∂∂t + ( 2u3 F1t + x18 F1tt
− c1(ψφ)x − y
2
108 F1ttt −
y
36 F2t − F3t) ∂∂u
(3.17)
3
Because the coefficient of ∂
∂u
contains the nonlocal
variables ψ, φ, so it is a nonlocal symmetry of KP equa-
tion.
Example 4: The AKNS equation[18, 23]
ut = −iuxx + 2iu2v,
vt = ivxx − 2iv2u.
(3.18)
the Lax pair for Eq.(3.18) is as follows,
(
φ1x
φ2x
)
=
(
−iλ u
v iλ
) (
φ1
φ2
)
(
φ1t
φ2t
)
=
(
2iλ2 + iuv −2λu − iux
−2λv + ivx −2iλ2 − iuv
) (
φ1
φ2
)
(3.19)
Using the same method we can obtain the nonlocal
symmetries take the form,
V = (c1t + c3x + c2) ∂∂x + (2c3t + c4) ∂∂t
− ( 4c3+2c6+c1ix2 u − c5φ21) ∂∂u
+ ( 2c6+c1ix2 v + c5φ22) ∂∂v
(3.20)
Remark 3: From the above examples, we can see
that this method is very effective for searching the non-
local symmetries of DE(s). The method is also suit-
able for other models which have Lax pairs, pseudo-
potentials etc.
4. Conclusions
To search for nonlocal symmetries of integrable DEs
and apply the nonlocal symmetries to construct explicit
solutions are both of considerable interest and value.
There are many kinds of methods to search for the non-
local symmetry, and the basic problem of those methods
is the proper choice of nonlocal variables. Here a sys-
temic method of applying the auxiliary systems of orig-
inal equations to find the high order nonlocal symmetry
of nonlinear evolution equation was presented. Through
some examples, we can learn that this method can get
nonlocal symmetries effectively.
Moreover, how to use the nonlocal symmetry to build
similarity solutions is another important problem. In the
Ref.[14] the nonlocal symmetry can be localized when
the three potentials,the spectral function ψ, the x deriva-
tives of the spectral functions ψ1 = ψx and the singu-
larity manifold function p =
∫
ψ2dx, are introduced. In
this case, the primary nonlocal symmetry is equivalent
to a Lie point symmetry of a prolonged system, on the
basis of which one can find nonlocal groups as well as
the explicit similarity solutions.
In this paper, we give some high order nonlocal sym-
metries which can be localized using above method.
The applications of seeking exact solution of these non-
linear systems are worthy of further study. These con-
clusions may be useful for the explanation of some prac-
tical physical problems.
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